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HTIGHT RES(UE TOUIPTITI{T

Traditionally, the rescuers from the Fire

and Emergency Services Depafiment

are highly trained men to accomplish

diffrcult and complicated height rescue

operatjons in rope access techniques

for high angle rescue. However, high

angle rescue techniques and super high

acrial ladders emploved yesterday can

soon become obsolete or irrelevant in
loday's built-up environment as high

rises progressivcly p€netrating further
into the skyline.

Todav's firefiqhter is faced with not
only a bewildering array of difficult and

complicated high ri>e re:cue opcration.
but also choosing the most efficjent
height rescue equipment for firefighter
safety. The most important factors are

the efficiency of thc equipment and

the speed with which personnel and

equipmcnt designated for rescue pur-

poses can be efficiently put into usc.
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The industry in fire and rescue equip-

ment has a fine tradition of being inno-

vative and ffeative. The mobile/portable

rescue chute mounted on the bucket of
hydraulic platfonn or aerial ladder of
fire truck is an excellent example of the

industry's innovative and creative out-

look of how to think and do beyond

the conventional. lt is one of the most

vital pieces of height rescue equipment

in the mar\et that provides dual lunc-

tions in one unit portable rescue chu[e.

This equipment allow the rescue per-

sonnel to quickly deploy and put to use

under adverse conditions when space,

speed and mobility are essential for
mass rapid heighl rescue operalions:

a The quick deployment of mobile

rescue unit and its flexjbility of
extending or shortening the chute

lenqth to the desired height for the
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rescue allow the rescuen the speed

to quickly provide victims a safer

means of rapid vertical escape fiom
bucket to $ound. lt eliminates the

time involved in lowering and raising

the aerial platform, and reduces the

speed of mass rescuing Vctims fiom
tall building by almost ten times in
comparison to using the conventional

method. Thus improves the evacua-

tion capacity of any aerial ladder/

hydraulic platform of fire engine

flom l0 to 100 time5. ln addition,

it is able to evacuate over 100

people in l0 minutes, including the
handicapped.
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o Should the sunounding of the

building site could not accommodate

the fire aerial truck, the portability

and versatility of the rescue chute

allows the rescue personnel to carry

the rescue unit to the desired floor.

The universal platform has a pair of
bolts that serue as hangaE tlat can

hang on the handrail of the balcony

within minutes for ready use. ln situa-
tion where there is no handnil on the

balcony, with lhe additional equip-

ment (hodzontal arms and vertical

legs), it allows the rescue chute to be

positioned at the parapet of balcony

and window for quick rescue use,

a The chute main body material is

constructed of three layers chute.

This 3-way protection protects the

evacuees once inside the chute from

flame, heat, and smoke during res-

cue operation. The system wolks on

the principle of gravi\r, using the

stress and friction on the body as it
slides down. Usability for all people,

regardless of body size, shape and

weight, injured on stretcher and

unconscious people can use the
chute to arrive at ground level

quickly and relatively sa fely.

HIGH RIST EVA(UAIIOII

The super-high aerial ladders are not
the sure way out of a buming high rise

as they have their limits - they can

extend to 52 metre, or l8 storel6.

When incidents involving high-rise res-

cue opentions beyond the reach of the
height rescue equipment, it can offer a

wide ranqe of new and deadly prob-

)ems for firefighters and tle evacuees.

Hence, the safest thing for building
occupants to do in a high-rise fire is to
head for the nearest staircase on the
floor to avoid being trapped and make

their way out of a blazing high rise.

Mass evacuation in a high-rise
scenario offers a wide range of prob-
lems for the building management. lt is

important to realjze that in the context
of high-rise evacuation, there are people

among the building population who
may have difficulty or no abilitlr to walk
down stairs unassisted during emer-
gellq/ evacuation. The scenario may

becomes even more complicated for the
fire fighters when some of the occu-

pants are trapped above the fire floors
and that the stairwells are impassable

because of smoke, heat or flames.

Just as we accept the daily use of
elevatols to gain access to every floor
in high-rise buiidings, so too there are

ways that must be taken to ensure that
all buildinq occupants can also get

dowrl and out in the absence of eleva-

tors during emergency evacuation.

Future tall buildings would need to
provide another means of safer egress

to facilitate speedier evacuation that
allows all people, include those who
have difficulty or no ability of using

stairs to get out of building in extreme

emergencies, Such an emergenql exit
qystem for everyone would simultane-
ously glarlts occupants their ght to

evacuate, maximize the escape poten-
tial of the elderly and people with dis-

abilities while giving priority the
firefighters to focus on fire suppression.

coNcrusroN
Forfunotely, rore occurrence of
moior hozords in high rise buildings

meons lhot more oh,en thon not, the

reol-life experience of high rise res-

cue, moss evocuotion ond evocuoF

ing people with disobilities under

urgent circumslonces is not trcsled.

But when they do occur, o sofe stroF

egy would be to get os mony people

evocuobd out of o blozing high rise

in o predetermined evocuotion plon

thon hoving to depend on firefighers
tro perform height rescue operotions.
This opprooch is the only occeptoble
woy in guoronteeing life sobty
pranenlion.
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